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Booth Design Features

1. Web Seat 
Web seat offers double the 
lifetime as traditional spring 
seats. Standard spring seats lose 
elasticity over time and results in 
sagging. Our full sheet web seat 
evenly distributes weight across 
the entire frame whilst allowing the 
foam to retain its firmness longer.

2. Double Stack High Density Foam 
We use a 3’’ contoured seat foam 
of the highest density (2350) and 
a 1’’ finish foam (1845) to create the 
most comfortable and plush seat 
on the market.

3. Solid Wood Seat Frame  
Solid poplar seat frame are dense 
and stable and not prone to 
splitting as pine is.

4. Back Foam  

The range from 1.5’’ to 2’’ thick

5. Crumb Strip Standard   
Catches crumbs and easy 
cleaning. Standard with most 
booth designs.

6. Reinforced Corner Joints 
All butt joints are prone to failure 
over time. We use an additional 
wood L bracket that is face glued 
to reinforce the joint, making the 
strongest joint possible. There are 
over 10 such joints per booth.
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Thoughtfully Designed

OW Seating Other

Web seat Spring seat

4’’ thick foam 1.5’’ thick foam

Crumb strip included Extra

Reinforced corner joints N/A

Precision CNC cut parts Hand cut

Ergonomically larger design 
Belly room 21’’, Legs support 17’’ Belly room 17’’, Leg support 17’’

5 year structural warranty 1 year structural warranty

OW Seating Other
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• Our booths offer more leg 
support - up to 4’’ more.

• Ever sat in a booth with a 
back so straight you are 
leaning into your food? 
It’s because the back 
angle is not ergonomically 
designed. We provide full 
back and leg support.

• Our doubles are larger 
to maintain the same 
back angle, unlike other 
competitors who make 
the back more straight 
to save on materials. The 
same applies in regards 
to taller back booths.
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